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ONLINE SHOPPING MORE IMPORTANT THAN
EVER
Online retailing has grown rapidly
because of its convenient nature, savings in
travel costs, and the broader range of
products that can be bought.
More people are now shopping online
than ever before.
Covid-19 has accelerated the need for
fashion retailers to have an effective
website design / e-commerce offering.
‘Digital Divide’ decreasing.
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(Drapers, 2021)

THE PROBLEM
The goal of fashion retail websites is to support customers
to make informed decisions about products and to offer
them a pleasurable experience, which encourages them to
return (Huang, 2012).
Websites designed for the convenience of the retailer
rather than the consumer.
Most research into website design & online retailing based
on young people (often student samples).
Need to see if the results are different for older users & if
websites can be designed in a more inclusive way to make
it a better experience for each age group.
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THE STUDY: METHOD
• 50 Participants aged 20-70.
• All current, regular online shoppers with the
fashion retailer (wide target market).
• Observed consumers behaviour when shopping
on website using eye tracking technology.
• 1 hour interview afterwards about their thoughts
towards the website.
• There was no time limit to try and make it as
realistic as possible.
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EYE TRACKING DATA ANALYSIS
Heat Maps
• Collective eye tracking data of multiple
participants that show areas that have
caught attention.
•
•
•
•

Red = Most Attention
Yellow = Less Attention
Green = Least Attention
No colour = No Attention
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FINDINGS: OLDER USERS SCATTERED VIEWING PATTERN

20s

60s
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FLASHING BANNER IRRITATING
Older age groups held a more
negative view of the homepage
banner:
‘I must admit this confuses me a little
bit, you know where it’s flashing
through? … It’s a bit fast for me….
every time I want to go on it, it flashes
over to the next one… then I lose a bit
of confidence then…’ (60s)
“Distracting” & “Irritating”.
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LIKED TO HAVE KEY STORE
INFORMATION ON HOMEPAGE
Older users (60+) most
positive about the
information below the
fold of the homepage.
Reassured that key
information & contact
details there if had a
problem.
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When scrolling
down the
product
listings page
older users’
(50+)
attention on
products
decreased

20s

60s

FILTERING BY SIZE & LENGTH IMPORTANT
50s & 60s used more options to narrow down search - found menu more
useful than younger users. Wanted to look at customised product selection.
Length was particularly important option to the older age groups.
Wanted to conceal more of their arms & legs. Suggests body perceptions
change as people get older & tastes become more conservative in terms of
length.
Capped / longer sleeves & on or below the knee for dresses & skirts were
the requirements for older users.
“…They categorise them by length which is vital for me because I’m not going to wear a mini skirt… it just helps me to
do it very quickly so it saves time… It’s very helpful… that helps me get something appropriate” (60s).

On product page, 60s paid attention to mannequin image. Helpful for decisionmaking.
20s spent very little time looking at the mannequin image, often not choosing to
look at it at all: ‘I’m not bothered about that…’ (20s).

20s

60s
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MODEL IMAGES IMPORTANT
• Both older & younger consumers
spent more time looking at the model
images
• ‘I prefer the dresses on a model rather
than on a mannequin… Because you
can see how they hang better, what
they look like’ (P.15).
• Emphasises the importance of
including model images for retailers
targeting all ages of consumers.
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PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS
IMPORTANT TO OLDER USERS INSPIRATION
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CONCLUSIONS & IMPLICATIONS
Age groups behave differently on websites and so retailers targeting specific age
groups should design their website to provide the optimal online experience for their
target market.
Older users take longer to navigate the website & more attention on navigational
features. Suggests current design not as intuitive.
Therefore, websites targeting older users should ensure that their navigational
features are very clear and easy to use.
Older users had more scattered viewing patterns on homepage. Need clear design,
minimal distractions.
Older users more irritated by flashing banners so avoid these.
Older users positive about the information below the fold of the homepage (e.g.
contact details, delivery & returns etc) – reassuring - very important to include.
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CONCLUSIONS & IMPLICATIONS
On product listings page older users’ (50+) attention decreased as they scrolled
down the page. More concise product selections / product listings pages needed.
Filtering search very important to older users – want to look at personalised
product selection – only look at items that meet their specific requirements.
Option to narrow down the search by length (& size) essential for older users.
Fashion retailers should include model images - most influential on consumer
decision-making for all ages. Mannequin image also important for older users.
Important to include accurate product recommendations for inspiration for older
users.
Findings will help improve customer experience for different age groups.
Future research plan to interview older age groups & also test different website
designs.
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